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Technology Strategy (MGMT 731) 

Karl T. Ulrich 
Session 5:  
Sources of Value and Patents 

 
Definition of technology 
Roles relative to technology 
What is a technology strategy? 
Incremental vs. radical innovations / H1, H2, H3 innovation 
S-curves 
Technology push and market pull 
Drivers of diffusion rates 
Rogers' categories of adoption / "crossing the chasm" 
Industry patterns of entry/exit and the "dominant design" 
Competence-enhancing vs. competence-destroying technologies 
Disruption of incumbents - disruption from below and the "innovator's dilemma." 
Drivers of value capture - appropriability and complementary assets 
Patents as mechanism for appropriation 
Standards as mechanism for appropriation 
Timing of entry, first mover "advantage" 
Open innovation, open tournaments 
Make-buy decisions in innovation, establishing an innovation frontier 
Technology ecosystems 
Technology and society 
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innovation 
A new match between a solution and a need. 

In our context, technology is the solution. 

In successful innovation the solution is worth 
more to the user than the cost of delivering it. 

Who gets the value? 
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Drivers of Market and Bargaining Power 

Appropriability 
§  Can the knowledge itself be controlled? 
§  If knowledge about a technology can be completely 

appropriated it means that no one else can use it or 
copy it, and so the knowledge is scarce/unique. 

§  Uniqueness is a key source of bargaining power. 

Complementary assets 
§  Does the technology require complementary assets for 

commercialization? 
§  Can these assets necessary to exploit the knowledge 

be controlled? 
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Approaches to Appropriability   

§ Intellectual property protection 
§ Patents (this session) 
§ The right to exclude others from making, selling, or 
using. 
§ Finite length (20 years from application). 
§ Must “teach” others through patent publication. 

§ Copyrights 
§ The right to prohibit literal copying. 

§ Secrecy 
§ Trade secrets. 
§ Non-disclosure and non-compete contracts. 
§ Complexity and “tacit” knowledge. 

§ Speed (i.e., temporary disequilibrium). 

§ Standards (next time). 
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Complementary Assets 
§  Complementary assets are those assets necessary to 

translate an innovation into commercial returns. 
§  Complementary assets can only be a source of strength if 

they are VRIN: 
§  valuable 
§  rare 
§  inimitable 
§  non-substitutable 

§ Things you own or control 
§ Brand name 
§ Distribution channels 
§ Customer relationships 

§ Things you can do 
§ Manufacturing capabilities 
§ Sales and service expertise 
§ Ability to capture customer information 
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Source: Image from Wikipedia, based on categories of Everett Rogers, with addition of 
“chasm” by Geoffrey Moore. 
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Claim 1 of the Amazon.com 1-click patent: 

A method of placing an order for an item comprising:  

under control of a client system,  

displaying information identifying the item; and  

in response to only a single action being performed, sending a request to 
order the item along with an identifier of a purchaser of the item to a 
server system; 

under control of a single-action ordering component of the server system, 

receiving the request;  

retrieving additional information previously stored for the purchaser 
identified by the identifier in the received request; and 

generating an order to purchase the requested item for the purchaser 
identified by the identifier in the received request using the retrieved 
additional information; and  

fulfilling the generated order to complete purchase of the item  

whereby the item is ordered without using a shopping cart ordering model. 
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Henry Dreyfuss – Honeywell T87 - 1953 
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22. An HVAC controller comprising: 
 
a controller housing having a front face with a central region; 
 
a liquid crystal display disposed in the central region displaying an operating 
parameter of the HVAC controller; and 
 
a rotatable interface member extending around the central region of the controller 
housing, the rotatable interface member being rotatable relative to the central 
region,  
 
wherein rotation of the rotatable interface member can be used to adjust the 
operating parameter that is displayed on the liquid crystal display. 

Honeywell Patent 7,584,899 (issued September 8, 2009) 



15 http://www.theverge.com/2012/4/12/2942861/nest-answers-patent-lawsuit-honeywell-troll  
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“Six Degrees” 
Patent 
Purchased by Reid 
Hoffman and Mark 
Pincus for $700k in 
2003. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_Degrees_patent  


